IHL Excellence

Hexagon
www.shoosmiths.co.uk/hexagon

Legal Operations Excellence
Designed by lawyers for lawyers.

Hex Appeal
Hexagon® takes its name from nature’s
favourite structural form. From honeycomb
to turtle shells, the hexagon is ubiquitous
and offers an extremely strong structure
with no wasted space.
The singular focus of the Hexagon® team
is to help you eliminate wasted time and
resource and find your optimal structure
and process design.

Better by Friday
Give us as little as five days and
Hexagon® will guide you using the latest
market best practice and real data to
help you find what works for your team to
deliver cost savings, time efficiencies and
a more motivated legal team that’s best
equipped to deal with the requirements of
your business.
Contact us here for a free of charge
consultation to understand your
challenges and explain how we can help.
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The Excellence Adventure

1. GC Priority
Assessment:

exploratory session with the GC to
establish current challenges.

6. Check In
Workshops:

2. Stakeholder
Priority
Assessment:

your improvement cycle continues
with periodic check in workshops with

exploratory sessions with key

the Hexagon® team to analyse longer

business stakeholders to establish

term success and any areas for
recalibration over time.

current requirements.

5. Deployment:

the Hexagon® team will help you

3. Team
Workshops:

Hexagon® workshops are expertly

to manage the deployment of the

designed to report on the exploratory

agreed strategy and implement new

sessions, review real data and engage

technology, policies
and procedures.

4. Strategy
Plan:

in a collaborative discussion
to identify improvement
opportunities.

Hexagon® strategy plan brings
together the threads from the
exploratory sessions and workshops
in a comprehensive strategy with
operational recommendations,
deployment guidance and
indicative ROI.
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The value of my team is transformed the business regards us as a true ally.
By refreshing our processes and using
Shoosmiths’ leading IHL legal tech solutions
smartly we are now seen as aligned,
forward looking and super-responsive.
Sarah Holford, Scania

Get in touch
Fiona Teague

Partner
+44 (0) 7717 537 548
fiona.teague@shoosmiths.co.uk
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